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Abstract: Cocrysrallization involving two or more components aggregating into cocrystals allows the production of materials with markedly improved charge mobility. This approach, however, is little explored in all-conjugated block copolymers (BCPs). Herein, we report the first investigation into the correlation between cocrystals and charge mobility in a series of new all-conjugated BCPs: poly(3-butylthiophene)-b-poly(3-hexylselenophene) (P3BT-b-P3HS) for high-performance field-effect transistors. These rationally synthesized rod–rod BCPs self-assemble into cocrystals with high charge mobilities. Upon one-step thermal annealing, their charge mobilities decrease slightly despite their increased crystallinities. After two-step thermal annealing, P3BT-b-P3HS (P3BT/P3HS = 2:1) and (1:1) cocrystals disappear and phase separation occurs, leading to greatly decreased charge mobilities. In contrast, P3BT-b-P3HS (1:2) retains its cocrystalline structure and its charge mobility.

Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) containing π-conjugated small molecules and polymers as the active semiconducting layer have garnered considerable attention owing to their attractive low-cost, light-weight, flexible and solution-processable attributes.[1] To date, most of reported OFETs are based on single-component materials with their own intrinsic properties.[2] Recently, a cocrystallization strategy for OFETs has emerged by aggregating two or more dissimilar small molecules into cocrystals, exhibiting versatile, multifunctional properties (e.g., ambipolar transport behavior with balanced electron and hole field-effect mobilities).[3–5] However, it is notable that all OFETs based on organic cocrystals are largely limited to small molecules. Surprisingly, the use of conjugated polymer cocrystals for OFETs has not yet been reported. Compared with small molecular cocrystals produced through non-covalent interactions,[3–5] it remains challenging to form polymer cocrystals as three requirements need to be fulfilled simultaneously, that is, structural similarity, comparable potential energies, and crystallization kinetics.[6] As a result, to date very few polymer cocrystal pairs have ever been demonstrated.[7–10] As conjugated polymers are particularly advantageous for large-area, flexible electronics, and more importantly their cocrystals may display intriguing new structures, properties, and functionalities without complicated synthesis, there is a vital need and opportunity to develop conjugated polymer cocrystals for high-performance OFETs.

All-conjugated rod–rod block copolymers (BCPs) represent an emerging class of functional materials as they possess fascinating self-assembly properties of BCPs and optoelectronic properties of conjugated constituents.[11] Among rod-rod BCPs, poly(3-alkylthiophene)s (P3ATs)-based BCPs have gained immense interest[8–10,12–14] and several P3ATs-based BCPs are found to have cocrystalline structures including poly(3-butylthiophene)-b-poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3BT-b-P3HT)[9] and poly(2,5-diheptyloxy-p-phenylene)-b-poly(3-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophene) (PPP-b-P3EHT).[10] Notably, these cocrystals carry some main disadvantages, such as similar electronic properties due to the same conjugated backbones[9] or relatively low crystallinity,[10] thus preventing them from being employed for high-performance OFETs. Clearly, to overcome the issues noted above, it is highly desirable to develop new all-conjugated BCPs possessing two disparate π-conjugated blocks yet highly crystalline.

Compared to the heavily studied P3ATs, their analogue poly(3-alkylselenophene) (P3ASs) are much less investigated.[15,16] Selenium atom substitution carries advantages over P3ATs, such as stronger intermolecular interaction, narrower band gap and improved planarity, thereby favoring charge transport.[16] However, the stronger Se–Se interaction also reduces the polymer solubility and the larger Se atoms lead to the increased π–π stacking distance. It is noteworthy that P3ATs and P3ASs have similar molecular structures and carry respective excellent optoelectronic properties, rod–rod BCPs composed of polythiophene and polyselenophene blocks may offer great potential to form cocrystals and exhibit enhanced optoelectronic properties over the two respective constituents.

Herein, we report, for the first time, the judicious design and synthesis of a series of new P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs and manifest a strong correlation between cocrystallization of BCPs and their high field-effect mobilities. As-cast P3BT-b-P3HS thin films are found to yield cocrystals with an edge-on orientation and exhibit over an order of magnitude higher charge mobility than that of the corresponding homopolymers. After one-step thermal annealing, charge mobilities of
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P3BT-b-P3HS cocrystal films decrease slightly despite their enhanced crystallinities. The increase in crystallite sizes and the improved long-range orders along the lamellar packing direction (i.e., film thickness direction; resulting from non-conjugated alkyl side chains) instead of along the π–π stacking direction (i.e., lateral direction, that is, conjugated backbone stacking direction) are found, which may account for the slightly decreased charge mobilities. Interestingly, after two-step thermal annealing, the cocrysalts of P3BT-b-P3HS (both 2:1 and 1:1) disappear and transition into individual P3BT and P3HS crystal domains, leading to largely decreased charge mobility. On the other hand, P3BT-b-P3HS (1:2) remains cocrystalline and has similar charge mobility to that of the one-step annealing sample. These results further corroborate that the cocrystalline structure of P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs correlates positively with their charge transport properties. On the basis of this work, the ability of easily forming cocrysalts in all-conjugated BCPs with markedly enhanced charge mobility without the need of post-thermal or solvent annealing may enable them for a wide range of potential applications in optoelectronic materials and devices.

Three P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs with varied P3BT/P3HS block ratios (P3BT/P3HS = 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2) and molecular weights ranging from 19,600 to 21,800 with a narrow polydispersity index (PDI) of 1.13–1.21 were synthesized by Grignard metathesis (GRIM) polymerization (Scheme S1 in the Supporting Information). For control experiments, homopolymers of P3BT and P3HS, as well as statistical copolymers of P3BT-s-P3HS were also synthesized. Detailed synthetic procedures, polymer characterizations (1H NMR spectroscopy and gel permeation chromatography; GPC), and a summary of their molecular weights are in the Supporting Information (Figures S1 and S2, Table S1).

The molecular structure and frontier orbital distributions of thiophene and selenophene were calculated via density functional theory (DFT; Figure S3). The quinoid coefficient γ is used to measure the relative importance of the aromatic character with respect to the quinoid character of the structure. The thiophene and selenophene oligomers show a γ of 1.028 and 1.022, respectively (Figure S3a), suggesting a greater quinoid-like structure and higher planarity of selenophene oligomer. Moreover, the dihedral angels of thiophene–thiophene units and selenophene–selenophene units in the copolymer chain were calculated to be 22.3° and 0.3°, respectively (Figure S3b), indicating the more planar selenophene backbone than the thiophene backbone. Clearly, the high planarity of the polymer chain imparts good charge transport. Figure S3c depicts that the calculated highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) distribution contours are more occupied by the selenophene block, signifying a greater effect of the selenophene block on determining the band gap of BCPs. By calculation, the theoretical band gap (Eg) of thiophene-selenophene BCP, selenophene and thiophene oligomer is 1.75 eV, 1.73 eV and 1.97 eV, respectively (Table S2). This result suggests that the actual HOMO and LUMO energy levels of three P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs were measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV; Figure S4) and UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy in solid thin-film state (Figure S5), and summarized in Table S2 and Figure S6. The results suggest that the three P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs exhibit the Eg (1.70–1.71 eV), close to that of P3HS homopolymer (1.68 eV) and much lower than that of P3BT homopolymer (1.90 eV), which is in good agreement with the theoretical Eg, demonstrating the profound influence of selenophene block on the Eg of BCPs.

Molecular packing and crystalline orientation of three as-cast P3BT-b-P3HS thin films with varied P3BT/P3HS block ratios were scrutinized by 2D synchrotron grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (2D-GIXRD; Figure 1). Figure 1a depicts the schematic of the synchrotron GIXRD measurement. All three as-cast P3BT-b-P3HS samples exhibit only one single (100) diffraction peak at qx = 4.72 nm−1 (d100 = 13.31 Å; P3BT/P3HS = 2:1), 4.48 nm−1 (d100 = 14.02 Å; P3BT/P3HS = 1:1), and 4.24 nm−1 (d100 = 14.81 Å; P3BT/P3HS = 1:2), respectively (Figure 1b,c). Their π–π stacking distances are 3.79, 3.81, and 3.86 Å with the scattering vectors qx of 16.57, 16.48, and 16.26 nm−1, respectively. It suggests all three BCP samples form cocrysalization in the edge-on orientation with the direction of π–π stacking and the layers of alkyl side chains parallel and perpendicular to the substrate, respec-
of BCPs are between those of P3BT ($d_{100} = 12.5$ Å; $d_{001} = 3.77$ Å) and P3HS ($d_{100} = 15.4$ Å; $d_{001} = 3.91$ Å) homopolymers and gradually increase with the increased P3HS content as the P3HS block has larger $d_{100}$ and $d_{001}$ spacing (Figure S7). In contrast, the P3BT/P3HS blend shows two (100) diffraction peaks at $q_1$ of 4.98 and 4.15 nm$^{-1}$, implying that P3BT and P3HS form two individual crystals in the blend (Figure S7). By DSC measurement, a single endothermic peak at 278°C, 266°C and 212°C was observed for P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1), (1:1), and (1:2), respectively, while two endothermic peaks at 280°C and 213°C can be seen in the P3BT/P3HS blend (Figure S8). These results agree well with the 2D-GIXRD studies and further confirm the formation of cocryts in as-cast P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs. The P3BT-b-P3HS cocryts are quite stable in ambient condition over a long period of time. Figure 1d depicts the possible chain arrangement in an edge-on orientation for P3BT-b-P3HS cocryts, where the hexyl and butyl side chains in the P3HS and P3BT blocks, respectively, of BCPs compromise to yield a balanced $d_{100}$-spacing by adjusting their conformations.

To unravel the correlation between the crystalline structures of P3BT-b-P3HS and their charge transport properties, top-contact bottom-gate OFET devices were fabricated. The transfer and output curves of P3BT-b-P3HS cocryt films and control samples of P3BT, P3HS, P3BT/P3HS blend and P3BTs-P3HS are shown in Figure 2 and Figure S9, and their mobilities are summarized in Table S1. As-cast P3BT-b-P3HS cocryt films without any post-thermal or solvent vapor treatment exhibited the average charge mobilities of 0.03–0.04 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$. The highest charge mobility of 0.045 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ was found in P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1), which is over one order of magnitude higher than the control samples (5.0 × 10$^{-4}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ for P3BT; 2.0 × 10$^{-3}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ for P3HS; 1.2 × 10$^{-3}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ for P3BT/P3HS blend) and the P3BTs-P3HS statistical copolymer (6.0 × 10$^{-3}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$).

To our knowledge, this is the highest reported charge mobility based on poly(3-alkylthiophene)s (P3ATs) or poly(3-alkylselenanephene)s (P3ASs) thin films via simple spin-coating, dispensing with the need for additional treatments.[20–23] It is interesting to note that charge mobilities of as-cast P3BT-b-P3HS thin films are comparable to the reported thermal-annealed P3ATs (0.01–0.10 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)[22] and P3ASs (0.02–0.04 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$).[15] More comparison of charge mobilities obtained in this work with other reported polythiophene or polyelelenephene-based systems is provided in Figure S10.

These as-cast P3BT-b-P3HS cocryt films show nanowire morphology and a relatively smooth surface with the root-mean-square roughness of 3.43 nm, 2.14 nm, and 1.28 nm in P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1), (1:1), and (1:2), respectively, by atomic force microscopy (AFM; Figure S11). Taken the GIXRD and AFM results together, it is clear that as-cast P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs self-assemble into ordered cocryt structure that renders the efficient charge transport pathway, thereby resulting in high charge mobilities.

Thermal annealing has been widely used to manipulate the crystalline structure and improve the ordering of molecular packing of conjugated polymers.[24] In this context, we carried out two different thermal annealing strategies, that is, one-step and two-step thermal annealing, to further correlate different crystalline structures of P3BT-b-P3HS with their charge transport properties. For one-step thermal annealing, it was conducted at 150°C to improve the ordering of molecular packing of P3BT-b-P3HS. For two-step thermal annealing, P3BT-b-P3HS cocryt films were first annealed at the temperature near their melting points to ensure the copolymer chain mobility and escaping from the cocryts as well as facilitate the isothermal crystallization of one block of BCP first while retaining the second block in the molten state. Subsequently, isothermal crystallization of the second block of BCP at 150°C was followed. It is worth noting that such an annealing strategy was motivated by the notion that if two blocks in cocrys are endowed with greatly different chain mobilities, the crystalline structure of P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs may be tailored from cocryts to individual crystals of each block, and thus phase separation of P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs may happen.

In one-step thermal annealing described above, P3BT-b-P3HS films with varied block ratios showed only one more intense and sharper (100) reflections compared to as-cast samples, indicating that cocrys still exist yet with increased crystallinity (Figure 3a). The control samples including P3BT, P3HS, P3BT/P3HS blend, and P3BTs-P3HS also exhibited increased crystallinity after 150°C thermal treatment (Figure S12).

In contrast, two-step thermal annealing yielded intriguing results. The melting points of three P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1), (1:1), and (1:2) are 278, 266, 212°C, respectively (Figure S8). These three cocryt films were thermal-annealed at 260°C, 230°C, and 200°C for 10 min, respectively, followed by annealing at 150°C for 10 min. For P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1) and (1:1) thin films, the previous single (100) diffraction peak at $q_1$ of 4.72 nm$^{-1}$ and 4.48 nm$^{-1}$, respectively, disappeared. The two (100) diffraction peaks were clearly observed at $q_1$ of 4.79 nm$^{-1}$ and 4.24 nm$^{-1}$ for P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1) and $q_1$ of 4.83 nm$^{-1}$ and 4.19 nm$^{-1}$ for P3BT-b-P3HS (1:1), respectively, which can be ascribed to the crystallization of individual P3BT and P3HS blocks (Figure S3c). This signifies that P3BT-b-P3HS cocrys were destroyed, and the phase separation of P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1) and (1:1) occurred. Notably, single (100) diffraction peak is persisted in P3BT-b-P3HS (1:2) thin film, suggesting that the retention of cocryt structure after two-step thermal annealing (Figure 3c). The different 2D-GIXRD results of P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs after two-step thermal annealing can be rationalized as follows. To identify the
melting points of P3BT and P3HS blocks in three BCPs, three P3BT ($M_n = 12.0, 9.0, \text{and} 5.5 \text{ KDa}$) and three P3HS ($M_n = 16.0, 13.0, \text{and} 9.0 \text{ KDa}$) homopolymers were synthesized with their molecular weights close to the constituent P3BT and P3HS blocks in BCPs ($M_{n,P3BT} = 12.0 \text{ KDa}$ and $M_{n,P3HS} = 7.6 \text{ KDa}$ in P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1); $M_{n,P3BT} = 8.5 \text{ KDa}$ and $M_{n,P3HS} = 13.3 \text{ KDa}$ in P3BT-b-P3HS (1:1); $M_{n,P3BT} = 5.3 \text{ KDa}$ and $M_{n,P3HS} = 16.0 \text{ KDa}$ in P3BT-b-P3HS (1:2)). The melting points of these P3BT and P3HS homopolymers were also measured by DSC (Figure S13) and summarized in Table S3. For P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1) and (1:1), during the first-step annealing at 260°C and 230°C, the P3HS blocks with their melting points of approximately 187°C and 202°C, are destroyed in the cocrystal and melted into coil-like chains. While the P3BT blocks remain rod-like chains owing to their higher melting points (ca. 275°C and 267°C for the P3BT block in P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1) and (1:1), respectively) and crystallized to form the P3BT crystalline domain solely. Subsequently, P3HS chains crystallize during the second-step annealing at 150°C to complete the transition from cocrystals to two individual P3BT and P3HS crystals. However, for P3BT-b-P3HS (1:2), the melting point of P3BT decreases to approximately 218°C (Figure S13), which is very close to the melting point of P3HS block ($M_{n,P3HS} = 16.0 \text{ KDa}$, $T_m = 210°C$). Therefore, P3BT and P3HS blocks may have similar chain mobility during the first-step (200°C) and the second-step annealing (150°C) processes, thus maintaining the cocrystalline structure. The corresponding 1D GIXRD profiles of three BCPs after one-step and two-step thermal annealing along the out-of-plane ($q_s$) direction are presented in Figure 3b,d.

The charge transport properties of three P3BT-b-P3HS thin films after different thermal annealing pathways were compared (Figure 4 and Figure S14). After one-step thermal annealing, charge mobilities of control samples including P3BT, P3HS, P3BT/P3HS blend and P3BT-b-P3HS markedly increased to 0.008, 0.006, 0.010, and 0.034 cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹, respectively, while surprisingly three P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs displayed slightly decreased mobilities of 0.023–0.031 cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹ (Table S1). This indicates thermal annealing at 150°C does not exert a favorable influence on charge mobilities of P3BT-b-P3HS cocrystals.

To uncover the possible reasons as to why P3BT-b-P3HS cocrystal films have different performance from control samples, we performed a more detailed analysis from the molecular packing viewpoint by calculating the number of lamellar packing layers along the (100) direction ($N_{100}$) and the number of π–π stacking layers along the (010) direction ($N_{010}$) (Table S4). A detailed explanation and calculation of each individual parameter can be found in the Supporting Information. As shown in Table S4, for control samples, the increased number of lamellar packing layers ($\Delta N_{100} = N_{100,\text{as-cast}} - N_{100,\text{anneal}}$) and π–π stacking layers ($\Delta N_{010} = N_{010,\text{as-cast}} - N_{010,\text{anneal}}$) of P3BT, P3HS, P3BT/P3HS blend and P3BT-b-P3HS are 3.9, 3.8, 1.9, 2.6, 3.6 for $\Delta N_{100}$ and 3.6, 2.1, 2.5, 3.2 for $\Delta N_{010}$, respectively. $\Delta N_{100}$ and $\Delta N_{010}$ at these two directions are roughly equal in control samples, indicating no selective growth of both the crystalline size and long-range order during the one-step thermal annealing. This promotes the increase of charge mobility. However, for P3BT-b-P3HS BCPs, $\Delta N_{010}$ in P3BT-b-P3HS (2:1), (1:1), and (1:2) are 2.7, 2.9, and 2.7, respectively, which are more than two times $\Delta N_{100}$ (1.3, 1.1, and 1.1, respectively). Clearly, this implies that the crystalline size and long-range order preferentially increase along the (100) direction (i.e., alkyl side chain direction), which does not contribute to the increase of charge mobility because charge transport occurs primarily along the polymer backbone (i.e.,

![Figure 3](image_url) 2D-GIXRD patterns of three P3BT-b-P3HS thin films after a) one-step thermal annealing, and c) two-step thermal annealing. b) and d) 1D GIXRD profiles along the out-of-plane ($q_s$) direction from the corresponding 2D-GIXRD patterns in (a) and (c), respectively.

![Figure 4](image_url) a),c) Transfer and b),d) output curves of OFETs fabricated using P3BT-b-P3HS (P3BT/P3HS = 1:1) thin film after a) one-step thermal annealing and c),d) two-step thermal annealing. $V_{GSO} = −60$ V.
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